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Abstract
We have computed the optical oscillator strengths for the symmetry-forbidden transitions 11B2u ˆ X˜ and 11B1u ˆ X˜ of
benzene through vibronic coupling. Electronic transition dipole moments were calculated at the complete active space self
consistent field level along the normal coordinates. Optical oscillator strengths for the sum of the total vibronic excitations are
compared with available theoretical and experimental results.
q 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The optical spectra if benzene in the transition
energy range from 4.5 to 7 eV show several vibronic
bands related to three electronic excitations from the
ground state, namely, to the 11B2u, 1
1B1u and 1
1E1u,
with the maximum peak intensities at 4.9, 6.19 and
6.96 eV, respectively [1]. The lowest valence tran-
sitions 11B2u ˆ X˜ and 11B1u ˆ X˜ are strictly
forbidden on symmetry grounds and under a
Franck–Condon (i.e. vertical) approach. However,
through vibrations of the benzene framework (i.e.
vibronic coupling), such transitions become optically
accessible. The sum of the optical oscillator strengths
(OOS) for each of the vibronic bands 11B2u, 1
1B1u and
11E1u excited states are in the ratio 1:10:100 [1].
The theory of vibronic coupling and intensity of
symmetry-forbidden transitions [2] have been estab-
lished long ago by Herzberg and Teller [3]. They have
set the principles that control which normal vibrations
make a transition allowed, and how to calculate band
intensities from the knowledge of the molecular
electronic wave functions in its equilibrium nuclear
configuration. Murrell and Pople [4] applied the
Herzberg–Teller theory to the 1B2u and
1B1u tran-
sitions in benzene to obtain relative intensities.
Albrecht [5], and Roche and Jaffe´ [6], have also studied
these transitions. All such works have in common the
use of perturbation theory. Ziegler and Albrecht [7]
employed CNDO/S semiempirical electronic wave
functions to calculate transition dipole moments along
normal coordinates assuming that the matrix elements
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vary linearly as a function of the displacement. Metz
et al. [8] studied the B2u transition using also CNDO
wave functions but taking into account a possible
coupling of the electronic excited states by more than
one vibration. This may lead to a rotation of the normal
coordinates with respect to each other, known as the
Duchinsky effect [9]. Orlandi et al. [10] employed a
similar framework for the B2u transition, namely,
perturbation theory and inclusion of the Duchinsky
effect, but used configuration interaction with single
(CIS) electronic excitation wave functions and empiri-
cal force fields. All these works presented optical
oscillator strengths summed over the vibrational bands.
Recently, simulation of the vibronic spectra of the
B2u [11,12] and also of the B1u transitions [13] in
benzene have been published. These works employed
electronic wave functions at the Complete active space
self consistent field (CASSCF) level with six active p
orbitals. Berger et al. [11] and Schumm et al. [12]
applied a Franck–Condon approach and used tech-
niques to solve the involved multidimensional inte-
grals, but reported only relative vibrational band
intensities. Bernhardsson et al. [13] computed the
harmonic force fields for the ground and excited states
at the CASSCF level employing analytical derivatives
of the transition dipole moment and energy. However,
they assumed a linear approximation for the depen-
dence of the transition dipole as function of the nuclear
displacement coordinates. Using multiconfigurational
second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) to calcu-
late the transition energies, they reported absolute
oscillator strengths for the main vibronic bands.
In this work, we report calculations of the OOS for
the symmetry-forbidden transitions 11B2u ˆ X˜ and
11B1u ˆ X˜ of benzene through vibronic coupling.
These transitions, studied theoretically with a variety
of approaches, can provide a good testing ground for the
methodologies involved. We have employed the
closure relation to sum all contributions from the
vibronic levels of the excited state and computed
explicitly the electronic transition dipole moments
along the relevant normal coordinates for the ground
electronic state vibrational modes using the CASSCF
method. The computational approach resembles clo-
sely the one followed by Ziegler and Albrecht [7] but
does not rely on a linear approximation for the
dependence of the transition dipole moment as function
of the displacements. The methodology was success-
fully applied by two of us to forbidden transitions in
H2CO and CO2 [14], CH4 [15], and acetone [16], being
summarized in Section 2. Section 3 presents our results
and comparisons with theoretical and experimental
data. The conclusions are in Section 4.
2. Theoretical framework
The starting point of the calculation is the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation for the total wave
function,
Ckv ¼ ckðr; QÞxkvðQÞ ð1Þ
where r represents the coordinates of the electrons and
Q the coordinates of the nuclear vibrational normal
modes. In turn, ck and xkv are the electronic and
vibrational wave functions for the ðk; vÞ vibronic state.
The optical oscillator strength f ðEÞkvˆ00 for
excitation from the v ¼ 0 vibrational level of the
ground electronic state k ¼ 0 to the v vibrational level
of the kth electronic state assumes the form
f ðEÞkvˆ00 ¼ 2
3
DEgklkxkvðQÞlM0kðQÞlx00ðQÞll2 ð2Þ
where DE is the excitation energy of the vibronic
transition kvˆ 00; and the electronic transition dipole
moment is given by
M0kðQÞ ¼ ckðr; QÞ
Xn
i¼1
ri

c0ðr; QÞ
+*
ð3Þ
with gk being the degeneracy of the final state (1 or 2).
Summing over all discrete vibrational levels (and
integrating over the continuum) of the kth electronic
band, replacing the transition energy DE by an average
value E and using the closure relation of the upper (k )
state, we obtain for the total intensity of the whole band
[4] the following result:
f ðEÞkˆ0 ¼
X
v
f ðEÞkvˆ00
¼ 2
3
X
v
DEgklkxkvðQÞlM0kðQÞlx00ðQÞll2
¼ 2
3
Egkkx00ðQÞlM20kðQÞlx00ðQÞl ð4Þ
Note that in this expression only the normal modes of
the ground state are involved and transitions are from
the ground vibrational state (v ¼ 0).
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We now assume that the total dipole transition
moment is the sum of the transition dipole moments
for each normal mode vibration L that contributes to
the band intensity. One then gets,
M0kðQÞ ¼
X
L
M0kðQLÞ
¼
X
L
ckðr; QLÞ
Xn
i¼1
ri

c0ðr; QLÞ
+*
ð5Þ
In turn, the nuclear wave function x00 is expressed in
the framework of this harmonic approximation as
x00ðQ1;Q2;…;QJÞ ¼
YJ
L¼1
jLðQLÞ; ð6Þ
where jLðQLÞ are the wave functions of each normal
mode in the ground state. Combining Eqs. (4)–(6), we
obtain for the OOS summed over the vibrational
modes of the kth excited state
f ð EÞ ¼ 2
3
Egk
X
L
jLðQLÞh jM20kðQLÞ jLðQLÞj i ð7Þ
The integral in Eq. (7) over the harmonic functions
x00ðQlÞ is straightforward. We have done calculations
of M0kðQLÞ at the CASSCF level for several values of
QL in each normal mode that contributes to the
vibronic coupling. We have then expanded M20kðQLÞ
as a power series,
M20kðQLÞ ¼ M20kð0Þ þ a1ðQLÞ þ a2ðQLÞ2 þ · · · ð8Þ
where {aj} are numerical constants obtained through
fitting of the calculated CASSCF values. If the
transition is optically forbidden, the first term in
Eq. (8) should be zero, otherwise it will be expected to
be the dominant one. For a dipole forbidden transition,
the other expansion terms account for the transition
intensity. We emphasize that Eq. (8) does not employ
the Franck–Condon approximation.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electronic structure calculations
The CASSCF space was built from six valence p
orbitals and six electrons, usually denoted as
CAS(6,6). Such a space has been shown by Roos
et al. [17] to be adequate to describe the energy
surfaces of the two lowest electronic states (B2u and
B1u) and corresponding p! pp transitions, at least
close to the equilibrium geometries [13]. The
molecular orbitals to calculate the transition dipole
moments were state averaged for each transition, an
approach that improves the accuracy of the transition
dipole moments by providing a balanced description
of each pair of states [17]. We have employed the
correlation consistent double-zeta (cc-pvdz) basis set
of Dunning [18] for the computation of the transition
dipole moments while for the ground state frequencies
and optimization we have used the 6-31G** basis set
of Pople and coworkers [19]. For each normal mode,
the ground state CASSCF frequencies employed to
compute the harmonic integrals in Eq. (7) have been
scaled by 0.92. This value has been chosen to match
the calculated ground CH stretch frequency (mode n7)
to the experimental one [20], an approach similar to
that followed by Liao et al. [21] in their work on
acetone. Our computed vertical transition energies for
each state are 4.90 eV (B2u) and 6.20 eV (B1u), which
can be compared with the CASPT2 values of
Bernhardsson et al. [13], 4.52 and 5.98 eV, and with
the coupled-cluster with singles and doubles substi-
tutions (CCSD) calculation [22] for the B2u state of
5.07 eV. This favorable comparison between our
CASSCF vertical energies and other results, which
employed large basis sets, is possibly due to a
compensation of errors resulting from the neglect of
dynamical correlation and our use of a double-z basis
set. We have then used our calculated CASSCF
vertical energies as the average energy E in Eq. (4) to
obtain the oscillator strengths for each normal mode.
All ab initio calculations have been carried out using
the MOLPRO suite of programs [23].
3.2. The 11B2u ˆ X˜ transition
The dipole moments belong to the e1u (x and y in-
plane components) and a2u (z out-of-plane com-
ponent) irreducible representations (D6h symmetry).
Thus, this transition is optically forbidden by
symmetry reasons, and hence the first term in the
expansion of Eq. (8) should vanish [24]. However,
through the vibrations of eg and b1g symmetries,
higher-order terms will become nonzero. Since there
is no b1g vibration in benzene, only the in-plane e2g
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degenerate modes n6; n7; n8; and n9 will contribute in
first-order to the band intensity [13].
Table 1 shows, for each active mode, the expansion
coefficients in the least-squares fits of the computed
M20kðQLÞ values using Eq. (8). Some of the fits
included only up to second-order terms, and some to
third-order. Note that, for the expansion of the
transition dipole squared in Eq. (8), it is necessary
to consider only positive values of the displacement
along a normal coordinate since M20kðQLÞ is an even
function [16] for the normal modes considered here.
Table 1 shows also the different contributions of each
component of the eg degenerate modes which could be
independently calculated in our approach.
In Table 2 we present the total integrated OOS and
the contribution from each vibrational normal mode to
the 11B2u transition, and other available results.
Although Metz et al. [8] claim that the inclusion of
the Duchinsky effect may raise the theoretical results
for this transition by some 20%, the experimental
results of Fischer et al. [25] have not shown any
marked contribution of the Duchinsky effect. We have
not included this effect in our calculations.
The experimental spectra around the 4.9 eV region
show more than 25 vibronic bands originated from the
n6; n7; n8 and n9 inducing modes. The vibronic bands
from the n6 inducing mode is responsible for about
90% of the total OOS, and their components 60
110
n
(n ¼ 0–5) are clearly identified in the optical spectra.
The other vibronic modes, from the n7; n8 and n9
inducing modes, are not as easily identified in
the optical spectra as the mode n6 and, as expected,
Table 2 shows some discrepancy concerning the
relative intensities of the experimental results. In
particular, the experimental results of Callomon [26]
do not report any contribution from the n8 mode, and
the measurement of Stephenson et al. [27] shows a
contribution of 0.6%.
The sum of 60
110
n (n ¼ 0–5) absolute OOS results
of the jet-cooled experimental results of Hiraya e
Shobatake [28] differs from the vapor (room tem-
perature) measurements of Pantos et al. [1]. This
discrepancy might be a combination of experimental
normalization problems due to the low intensity of
these bands (about 1/100 of those originated from the
E1u excited state) and contribution of hot bands in the
room temperature measurements of Pantos et al. [1].
The latter was pointed out by Hiraya and Shobatake
[28].
Table 2 shows that, except for the results of Ziegler
and Albrecht [5] and Metz et al. [8], the other
Table 2
Integrated optical oscillator strengths divided by 1024 ( f/1024) for the transition 11B2u ˆ X˜
Mode Theoreticala Experimental
This work Ref. [8] Ref. [10] Ref. [13] Ref. [7] Ref. [27] Ref. [26] Ref. [1] Ref. [28]
n6 3.348 (100.0) 5.9 (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 4.98 (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 4.7 ^ 0.94 6.48
n7 0.1222 (3.7) (3.0) (5.8) 0.08 (1.7) (3.6) (5.9)
n8 0.1341 (4.0) 1.38 (23) (5.8) (0.4) 2.48 (49.8) (0.6) –
n9 0.1965 (3.6) (0.3) (4.0) 0.4 (8.3) (1.8) (2.3)
Total 3.80 7.28 5.35 7.94
The contributions from each inducing mode are also given. Normalized values are indicated in brackets.
a Other theoretical results: Roche and Jaffe´ [6] reported 9.0 £ 1024 while Albrecht [5] calculated 60.0 £ 1024.
Table 1
Fitted expansion coefficients in Eq. (8) for each vibrational mode in
the transition 11B2u ˆ X˜
Mode a1 a2 a3
n6 20.000390958 0.0521071 0.0
0.00175363 0.408109 0.0
n7 20.000264503 0.0203879 0.0
20.00312601 0.0346724 0.0
n8 25.1986(26) 0.00390324 20.00210251
1.40268(25) 0.00398927 20.00141568
n9 3.20194(25) 0.00749876 0.00231767
23.05214(25) 0.00800146 0.0
In parentheses are the powers of ten by which each number
should be multiplied.
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theoretical and experimental results agree that the
inducing n6 mode is responsible for about 90% of
the total OOS of these vibronic bands. Nevertheless,
they do agree, in general, for the absolute values of for
the OOS as well as on the relative contributions of the
other inducing modes (n7; n8 and n9).
The theoretical results presented in Table 2
employed different methods both in the calculations
of the wave functions, used to determine the
electronic matrix elements, and in the method
utilized to determine the vibronic coupling. Table 2
shows that they can affect both the absolute values,
and the relative contributions of the different
inducing modes.
Among the methods that considered perturbation
theory to calculate the vibronic coupling, the early
results of Albrecht [5] clearly overestimates the
intensities of these vibronic bands. Both Roche and
Jaffe´ [6] and Metz et al. [8] used the semiempirical
CNDO function, although the latter took into account
a possible coupling of the electronic states by more
than one vibration. Their total OOS values differ by
some 20% and are larger than the experimental
results. Unfortunately, Orlandi et al. [10] presented
only relative values for the OOS. Their results seems
to underestimate the n9 inducing mode intensity and
overestimate the intensity of the n8 inducing mode, a
trend also observed in the Metz et al. [8] calculations.
Ziegler and Albrecht [7] directly calculated the
OOS employing a procedure similar to the present
work, and used CNDO semiempirical wave functions.
Their total OOS value presented a good agreement
with the other CNDO results, and also overestimate
both n8 and n9 inducing modes.
The theoretical results of Bernhardsson et al. [13]
employed a CASSCF wavefunction, similar to the one
used in the present calculations. Both sets of the total
OOS values are lower than the other theoretical
values, the results of Bernhardsson et al. [13] being
within the reported error bars for both sets of
experimental results [1,28] while the present results
are within only one of the experimental results of
Pantos et al. [1]. While both sets of calculations
roughly agrees in the contributions of the n7 and n9
inducing modes, the present calculations indicate a
larger contribution from the n8 than the calculations of
Bernhardsson et al. [13] and the measurements of
Callomon [26] and Stephenson et al. [27].
One should bear in mind when comparing all these
results that, except for the contributions of the 60
110
n
(n ¼ 0–5) for the n6 inducing mode, the other
experimental contributions from the 11B2u are diffi-
cult to determine. The reason is that they correspond
to very low intensity vibronic bands (about 1/100 of
those bands from the 11E1u excited state) and the
n7; n8 and n9 inducing modes are related to more than
20 vibronic bands not easily attributed in the
experimental spectrum. Therefore, we suggest new
experimental measurements in order to further
investigate these bands and clarify the comparisons
with the theoretical results.
3.3. The 11B1u ˆ X˜ transition
The theoretical study of this transition is more
complicated than the previous one: the B1u state is
the second valence one, its surface is flat and
distorted [13], and other modes contribute to the
band intensity. The direct products of the irredu-
cible representations b1u^e1u^a1g ¼ e2g and
b1u^a2u^a1g ¼ b2g show that in addition to the
e2g normal mode one should include for this
transition also the b2g modes.
The total OOS value for the 11B1u is experimen-
tally easier to determine than for the 11B2u, because it
is about 10 times more intense. In fact, the
experimental results of Pantos et al. [1] and Brith
et al. [29] are in good agreement. Unfortunately, the
same is not true with respect to the relative
contribution of the different inducing modes. The
spectrum in this region presents an ambiguous
vibronic attribution [28]. Therefore, the measured
contributions of the inducing modes should be
considered only as indicative.
Table 3 shows the expansion coefficients for the
M20kðQLÞ values fitted to Eq. (8), while Table 4 reports
the computed OOS integrated results.
Except for the theoretical results of Roche and
Jaffe´ [6], all the other calculations presented OOS
values in fair agreement with the experimental results.
The calculations of Roche and Jaffe´ [6], that
employed perturbation theory to account for the
vibronic coupling and CNDO semiempirical wave
functions, strongly disagree with other experimental
and theoretical results.
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Table 3 shows that the present results and the
theoretical results of Ziegler and Albrecht [7] do not
agree on the relative contributions of the inducing
modes. Despite the fact that Ziegler and Albrecht [7]
employed the CNDO semiempirical wave function
and the present work considered the ab initio
CASSCF method, both sets of calculations predicted
similar total OOS values for these transition.
When we compare the present results and those of
Bernhardsson et al. [13] in Table 3 which also
employed ab initio CASSCF wave functions, we see
that both calculations agree that the major contri-
bution comes from the n9 induced mode followed by
the n8 mode. On the other hand, we estimate a lower
contribution to the vibronic bands coming from the n6
than did Bernhardsson et al. [13]. Concerning this
transition, contrary to the previous transition, the
present results for the total OOS show a better
agreement with the experimental results [1,29] than
those of Bernhardsson et al. [13].
It is interesting to observe that the older theoretical
result of Ziegler and Albrecht [7] and Roche and Jaffe´
[6], both with CNDO wave functions, as well as
the experimental measurements, assign the largest
contribution to the n8 normal mode, followed by the n6
mode. The present results and the other CASSCF [13]
calculations clearly indicate that the main contribution
come from the n9 inducing mode followed by n8: Since
the experimental spectrum in this region does not
present an immediate interpretation [28], we strongly
suggest a new experimental analysis.
4. Conclusions
We have reported calculations of OOS for the
forbidden transitions 11B2u ˆ X˜ and 11B1u ˆ X˜ of
benzene through vibronic coupling. Employing a
methodology successfully used before for several
molecules [14–16], we could present the contri-
butions to the OOS from each normal mode in each
transition. Results have compared favorably with
recent theoretical calculations for both transitions
[13], including the contributions from each mode.
Good general agreement is also observed for the total
OOS. These transitions in the benzene molecule being
studied very much, the approach followed in the
present work suggests itself as a viable one.
Table 4
Integrated OOS divided by 1024 ( f/1024) for the transition 11B1u ˆ X˜
Mode This work Ref. [13] Ref. [7] Ref. [6] Ref. [29] (exp.) Ref. [1] (exp.)
n4 (b2g) 9.863 (1.3) – 0.6 10 0
n5 (b2g) 8.137 (1.1) (2.6) – – 0
n6 (e2g) 14.33 (1.9) (8.1) 162.8 150 190
n7 (e2g) 9.838 (1.3) – 6.6 0.0 0
n8 (e2g) 239.9 (31.8) (30.0) 681.6 2000 750
n9 (e2g) 754.0 (100.0) (100.0) 58.8 100 0
Total 1036 760 910 2300 940 ^ 94 900 ^ 180.0
The contributions from each inducing mode are also given. In brackets are the normalized quantities. Except for Ref. [29], the other results
are from theoretical calculations.
Table 3
Fitted expansion coefficients aj (Eq. (8)) for each vibrational mode
in the transition 11B1u ˆ X˜
Mode a1 a2 a3
n4 (b2g) 0.00684408 0.222355 0.0
n5 (b2g) 0.00049087 0.301856 0.0
n6 (e2g) 0.00176049 0.147245 0.0
20.0577821 0.455573 0.0
n7 (e2g) 20.154862 0.393867 0.0
0.025835 0.340117 0.0
n8 (e2g) 20.0179871 5.58911 24.92994
20.0330724 5.74406 24.99192
n9 (e2g) 0.151295 20.3112 243.3372
20.00714074 25.7285 243.3372
Note that the eg modes are degenerate.
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